
Value-Added Teacher Evaluation 
and Student Learning In JAi'\EMOHHILL-\VI TEil 

verview of Teacher Evaluation 

Teacher evaluation, like the arl and S<'ience of teaching itself, is a complex process. Charlolle Danielson 
(2007) clearly describes the demands and complexities of teaching in the twenty-first l'entury: 

Tllf• complexity of teaching is well recognized, and this comple:.it) extends over several aspeC'ls 
of the work. Teaching is physil'ally demanding; tea<'hers are active, moving from one purl of 
the classroom, and of the school, lo another. Student teachers, as ever)' cooperating teacher 
knows, are ph)'sicall)' exhausted at the end of the clay. 

Teal'hing is also emotionally demanding. and the more caring a teacher is, the more demand
ing it is. Many teachers struggle Lo not c-are loo much about the plights of some of their 
students, particularly if they are able to exert only minimal influence on the contributing 
factors. Bui even when tt>achers exercise self-discipline, they are frequently emotionally 
drained al the encl of a day. 

More recent researC'h has confirmed tliat leaching is also cognitively demanding; a teacher 
makes hundre<ls of nontrivial decisions daily, from designing lessons, to responding lo students 
questions, lo meeting with parents. In other words, leaching is a thinking person's job; ii is not 
simply a maller of following a script or carrying out other people's instructional designs ... . 

It is useful lo think of leaching as similar lo not one but several other professions, combin
ing the skills of business managemt>nt, human relations, and theater arts .... Teachers have 
been likened to orchestra conductors, gardenf'rs, engineers, and artists. Indeed, depending 
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on which aspect of the job one is considering, any one of 

these references may he appropriate. {pp. 2-5) 

Acknowledging this complexity, how does one determini> the 

effectiveness of teaching? What evaluation system captures the 

skills of a business manager, human relations expert, orchestra 

conductor, engineer, theatre director, and artist simultaneously? 

And how can one ensure the reliability and validity of the evalua

tion process when administered in different schools with different 

cultures and challenges and by different evaluators with differing 

levPls of expertise and skill? Adding to recent challenges is the 

need for the evaluation system to produce results-that is, to 

improve teaching to foster the increased learning of students. In 

this era of accountability, how does one determine if an educator's 

teaching practiC'e is producing the desired results? 

Few discussions in public school education create as much 

contention as those of teacher evaluation and its links to student 

achievement. Students, teachers, administrators, parents, and 

schoot hoard and community members often voice strong virw

points about teacher evaluation systems. Often, these viewpoints 

are less than positive. An editorial in the Miami Herald labeled 

the Miami-Dade County Public Schools' teacher evaluation 

plan "a joke" (Keller, 2005). Many devalur the process as one 

lacking reliability, validity, and objectivity. Critics also contend 

that many current systems fail to promote teacher development 

or improved professional performance, hence failing to achieve 

the goal of enhancing student learning. Toch and Rothman's 

January 2008 report Rush to Judgment: Teacher Evaluation in 
Public Education states, 

A host of factors-a lack of accountability for school 

performance, staffing practices that strip school systems 

of incentives to take teacher evaluation seriously, union 

ambivali>nce, and public education's practice of using 

teacher credentials as a proxy for teacher quality-have 

resulted in teacher evaluation systems throughout public 

education that are superficial, capricious, and often don't 

even directly address the quality of instruction, much less 

measure students' learning. (p. 1). 

Toch and Rothman go on to cite the "drive-by" approach of 

many evaluation processes in public schools that include brief, 

infrequent classroom visits by an administrator that are often 

staged, lack authenticity, and are devoid of thoughtful reflection 

on teaC'hing practice. 

A review of the research illustrates that concerns about teacher 

evaluation are not new and that developing a process of teacher 
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evaluation that is fai1, results oriented, and practical for educa

tional professionals 11orking in a time-crunched environment 

remains a challenge. Yet it is a challenge that is critical to school 

improvement. 

Trends in Teacher· Evaluation 

The last century has yielded numerous teacher evaluation efforts. 

Some of the earlie~t recorded attempts to identify effective teaching 

occurred in 1896 in a study by H. E. Kratz in Sioux City, Iowa. 

In intervie11s with over two thousand students about character

istics of their "best teachers," 87 percent of students identified 

"helpfulness" as number one; 58 percent ranked "personal 

appearance" as second (Education Encyclopedia). 

Few discussions in public school 
education create as much 
contention as those of teacher 
evaluation and its links 
to student achievement. 

In their article "Good Teachers, Plural", Cruickshank and Haefele 

(2001) review the range of ways public education has attempted 

to define and identify "exemplars" of good teaching over time. 

The authors present ten interconnected but distinct ''visions" 

and variations of good teaching that have evolved ornr the last 

century: "ideal, analytic, effective, dutiful, competent, expert, 

reflective, satisfying, diversity-responsive, respected" (pp. 26-30). 

Teacher evaluation efforts in the first half of the twentieth century 

focused on comprehensive checklists of subjective standards of 

excellence. This was followed in the 1960s with the desc-ription 

of good teaching as "analytic," and observational data focused cin 

the analysis of teacher-student interactions and self-reflection. By 
the 1970s, efforts were made to determine "effective teachers," 

and research explored what teachers actually do in the classroom 

to influencr learning. 

The accountability movement of the 1970s and the testing move

ment fueled by the federal government's 1983 publication of A 
Nation al Risk resulted in testing to determine competency to 

gain certification {e.g., Praxis) and led to debates m-er the relati1-e 

importance of content-knowledge versus pedauogical skill. Other 

"exemplars" of good teaching identified in the 1980s linked a 

tPacher's sensitivity to diversity in the dassroom and attention 

to individual needs. Ratings by parents and students gave rise 

to "satisfying" teaC'hers-those who met the expectations of oth

.ers. The media fueled the vision oftransformati1e tea<"hers 11ho 



garnered the respect of students, part'nts, and other educators 
in such stories as that of Jaime Escalante in the 1988 film St<111cl 
<111d Delfrer. This vision emphasizes the importance of personal 

\ irtues and professional eommitment. Cruickshank and Haefele 
(2001) suggest all these variations of goocl teaching embody chal
lenges in answering important questions, such as to what extent 
do \'arious stakeholders agree on what makes teaching t>ffectivt>, 
\1ho decides \1hich exemplars are more rahiablt., 1'11ich exempla1 

are relatt>d to whid1 educational outcomes, an<l others. 

The drvelopment of models linking ''teacher responsibilities" 
to improved student learning and emphasizing research-based 
.. professional" practices of teachers was highlight.eel in the 1990s 

and beyond. Possibly most notable in these efforts was the work of 
Danielson. In E11h<111ci11g Pr~fessio11<1/ Practice: A Framework/or 
Teoching (2007), the ·'complex activity of teaching" is organized 
into twenty-two components. 1d1ich are further framed within 
four domains of teaching "responsibilities'' or behaviors. Based 

on empirical research on effecti1'e teaching practices, Danielson 
relates her framework to those in other professions (such as nwdi
cine and architecture) that have "11ell-established" standards 
of professi01_ial practice (2007). Mo<lels of teacher evaluation 

in many school districts have used Danielson's frame11ork and 
rubrics to determine teachers' levels of proficiency in these vari
ous components of teaching pracliC'e. 

Early in the twenty-first century, the No Child Left Behind 

(NCLB) lt>gislation brought the accountability-through-testing 
era into sharp focus in districts across the country. The primary 
emphasis of this legislation is aimed at the state, school dis
trict, and individual school levels, yPI some teacher t>valuation 
models have e:-..tended this focus to individual classrooms and 

individual tead1ers. Even before the passage of NCLB, Sanders 
and Rivers (1996) at the niversity of Tennessee Value-Added 
Research and Assessment Center created a statistical model 
(the Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System, or TV AAS) 
to be "an efficient and effective method for determining indi
vidual tt>acl1ers' influence on the rate of academic growth 

for student populations" (p. 1). The TVAAS was based on 
three key components: testing, a longitudinal database, and 
statistical estimates of "teacher effects." Sanders and Rivers 
cited preliminary results, furthered in their later research, 
that confirmed tht> cumulati\'e effects of teachers on students' 
academic achievement across multiple grade lt>vels. They 
conclude, '·Groups of students with comparable abilities and 
initial achie1•ement levels may have vastly different academic 

outcomes as a result of the sequence of teachers to 11 hi ch they 
are assigned" (Sanders & Rivers, 1996, p. 6). Confronted 11 ith 
these and other data documenting the critical importance of 
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teachers to student learning, more and more states and districts 
began investigating the use of student achievement data (most 
often in the form of standardized testing) in the evaluation of 
teacher effectiveness. 

Teacher· Effectiveness and Student Achievement 

Many parents ha1•e long believed that whom their child "'gets" 

for a teacher makes a significant difference in their child's 
learning in a given year. A growing body of research confirms 
this link bet11een effective teaching practices and/or effective 
teachers and increases in student achievement. Tucker and 

Strunge (2005) summarize the re earch completed by Sanders 
and colleagues in Tennessee and by related research results in 
Dallas. The Tennessee results showed that students beginning in 
thir<l grade placed with three high-performing teachers scored 

on a1erage at the 96th percentile in Tennessee's statewide math 
assessment at the end of fifth grade. A comparable student 
sample placed 11 ith three low-performing teachers had average 
scores on the same math assessment at the 44th percentile. 
Additional longitudinal research dPmonstrated that the ·'effects'· 

of teachers on achievement in subsequent years was '·enhanced 
or limited by the e:-..perience in the classrooms of strong or weak 
teachers respectively" (Tucker & Strange, 2005). 

Reinforcing the concept of teacher effects on student achieve
ment came from the research of Jordan, Me<lro, and Weers
inghe (1997) in Dallas. First grade students placed with 
three high-performing teachers in a row scort><l 42 percentile 

points higher in math and 44 percentile points higher in 
reading (as measured by average performance on the Iowa 
Test of Basic Skills) when compared with a similar sample of 
students placed with three low-performing teachers. Tucker 

and Stronge (2005) go on to contrast the quantitative data 
with the qualitative impact: 

We can only imagine the sense of failure and hopeless
nes that these children and their parents experienced 

<luring the years in these classrooms. Undoubtedly, the 
·hildren wondered what was wrong with them when. 

in reality, it was the quality of their instruction. (n.p.) 

The cumulative nature of these results serves to compound 
exponentially the urgency to have highly effective teachers in 

all classrooms. Highly qualified, as defined by NCLB, does not 
equate to highly effective. 

The Purposes of Teacher· Evaluation 

Danielson (2001) argues the purposes of meaningful teacher 
evaluation are at least twofold. For policy makers and legislators, 
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thf' first and foremost purpose is quality assurance. Chargccl with 

f'ducating a nation's youth and as ·•1rustf'es of public funcl s," 

they insist it is essential tu ensure that each classroom is led by 

a eompetent teacher (Danielson. 2001, p. 13). A second purpose, 

important to the efforts of school districts, is that of improving 

teaching practice and the resulting needs for professional develop

ment. A third purpose, although possibly the most eompelling, 

articulated by Hf'rshberg, Simon, and Lea-Kruger (F1•bruary 

2004, 11.p.), is that of enhancing student achievement. Thi'" 

authors state that, "[wJhen predi<"ting student progress, teacher 

effectiveness is 10 to 20 times more powerful than income, C'lass 

size, race, or family educational background." Given this, they 

argue one of the purposes of teaC'her evaluation systems is the 

accountability of leaehers, administrators, and districts fur the 

learning of all students. "To achieve significant results in student 

achievement, educator evaluation!> should be linkecl al least in part 

to student learning" (Hershberg, Simon & Lea-Krugf'r, February 

2004, n.p.). 

A fourth purpose, although derived from other purposes, may he 

that of achieving greater i>quity betwf'en the educational oppor

tunities ofhigh~poverty/high-minority students and low-poverty/ 

low-minority students. In Tennessee, stuclent assessment data had 

been used for fourteen years tu measure teacher effectiveness. 

A report published by the Tennessee Department of Eilucation 

(2007) slates, 

Comparisons find that students in Tennessee's high pov

erty/high minority schools have less access to the state's 

most effective teachers and more access to the state ·s 

least effective teachers. They suggest that while many 

of the beginning teaehers in high poverty/high minority 

schools are among the state's most efff'cti1•e, many of them 

do not stay in these sehools or lose their effectiveness 

over time. The analyses also validate that Tennesser's 

efforts to ensure an equitable distribution of teachers 

to low-income children and minority children must be 

focused on teacher eff Pctiveness as well as experience 

and education. Tenni>ssee has a treasure of data to sup

port these efforts. Through continuous evaluation al the 

stale, district, school and classroom levels, these data 

can guide policymakers and educators alike in improving 

instruction and matching teachers to the students who 

need them the most. (p. 7) 

The report conC'ludes that "these patterns must be eliminated 

or reversed to achieve the national, stale, and local education 

goals for all stuclents to reach challenging grade-level standards" 

(Tenne~see Department of Education, 2007). 
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In truth, one is compelled to 11011der, can any tracherevaluation 

system that is not linkecl to stuclent lf'arning ever be a complete 

or valid measure of a teacher's effectiveness'? 

Value-Added Models in Teacher· Evaluation 
"The concept is simple and a/tractive: E11aluate teachers 011 the 

basis '!/lw111 11111ch academic growth their students experiem:e 
over the murse of the .~drool year" (Bm1111 , 2005, p. 2). 

The value-added model primarily addressed in this discussion 

is that dt>veloped by Sanders at the University ofTennt>ssee and 

now mandated for statewide use in Tennessee, Pennsylvania, 

Ohio, and in over three hundred other school districts in twenty

one states (Hershberg, 2005). In addition, legislation calling for 

the introduction of value-added models has passed in Florida, 

Arkansas, Minnesota, and Colorado (Hershberg, 2005). 

Value-Added Model~ of Teacher Effects. Value-added models 

(VAMs) of teacher effects are thr "quanti tative evaluation of 

teachers based on an analysis of tlw tf'st score gains of their 

students" (Braun, 2005, p. 2). VAMs are founded on a large body 

of work that demonstrates the most critical faetor influencing the 

amount oflearning experienced by students in the classroom is 

the effectiveness of the teacher (measured in value-added models 

as "teal'hereffects") . VAMs "combine statistically adjusted test 

score gains achieved by a teacher's students ... then compare 

(gains) to other teachers in the district based on these adjusted 

aggregate gains" (Braun, 2005, p. S). Unlike calculations of 

Adequate Yearly Progress, as required by the federal legislation 

No Child Left Behind, VAMs do not depend on a prt>determined 

SC'ore or a fixed standard of proficiency. Rather, VA Ms focus on a 

teacher's contributions lo students' growth in achievement, thus 

accounting for differenct>s in achievement levels at the ·tart of a 

new sC'hool year and new testing cyclf'. Using eonsistent assf'ssmenl 

<lata, VA Ms offer a statistical approach to "isolating the impact 
of instruction on student learning,'· and "because individual 

students rather than cohorts are traced over time, each student 

serves as his or her own 'baseline' or control, which removes 

virtually all of the influences of the unvarying C'haracteristics of 

the student, such as race or socioeconomic factors" (Hershberg, 

2005, pp. 5-6). 

At the conclusion of a value-added analysis, a number, expressecl 

in scale points, is associated with each teacher and is reported 

in either positivf' or negative values. The number is intended to 

describe how similar or different a teacher's performance is from 

that of the typical lf'acher as measured by the average growth 

of students in a class/grade in the district. "A finding that the 

avernge student growth associatf'd with a particular teacher is 

signifiC'antly greater than the district average would be crPdible 



evidence for that leachet"s relative effectiveness" (Braun, 2005, 

p. 7). Whether this type of teacher evaluation system produces 
at"curate, reliable, valid, fair, and appropriate results relative to 
teacher effectiveness remains an important question. 

Support for a Value-Added App1•oach to Teacher· 

Evaluation 
Some form of value-added assessment of student learninu t:> 

(i.e., measures of test-score gains within and between testing 
periods) is implemented in some stales, such as Nt>w York, 
Minnesota, Arkansas, and Iowa, as well as Tennessee. Ohio, and 

Pennsylvania. Large urlian centers, such as Seattle and Dallas, 
and smaller districts in Colorado, North Carolina, and Florida 
are also using a value-added approach to student assessment. 
Linking value-added assessment data to teacher evaluations is 

a rorollary process gaining ground in several stales. Proponents 
of this approach to teacher evaluation note that educators and 
policy makers across the country are corning to recognize ihe 
benefits of a value-added approach. 

Orw argument in support of a value-added approach is the 
failure of traditional teacher evaluation systems lo produce 
sustained instructional improvement in America's classrooms. 
Tucker and Stronge (2005) report that 99.8 prrcent of school 

administrators use direct classroom observation as a "primary 
dala collel"tion lechnique" in the evaluation process. Reflecting 
significant weaknesses in this approach, the two researchers argue 
classroom observations are often artifieial, utilize an inspection 
approach lo evaluation, have limitf'd validity due to the skill of 

the administrator, are often narrow in srope, and involve a very 
small sampling of a teacher's actual work with students. And 
this approach includes no measure of student learning. Tucker 
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In truth, one is compelled to 
wonder, can any teacher evaluation 
system that is not linked to student 
learning ever be a complete 
or valid measure of a teacher's 
effectiveness? 
and Stronge (2005) stale that the "truly fundamental flaw in 
such an approach is the assumption that the presence of good 

practices during the observation equates lo the academic suc
cess of students. If studf'nl learning is our ultimate goal, then it 
should be measured directly and not extrapolated from limited 

observations of classroom instruction" (n.p.). 

Despite the wf'll-documented failures of traditional teacher 

evaluation approaches, the primary and possibly most substan
tive argument presented in support of a valtw-added approach 
is the need lo reform our nation's public schools to meet the 
challenges of globalization in the twenty-first century. Publir 

school reform is urgently needed lo change outdated models of 
pulilic education and methods of educating America's ~hildren. 
Any reform initiative must include improvements in instruction 
al the individual classroom and individual teacher levels and 

hold educational professionals accountable for student learning. 
Hershlwrg, Simon, and Lea-Kruger (December 2004) report, 

In the No Child Left Behind era of high-stakes testing, 
sehool administrators are facing l heir toughest challenge 
ever. They are being held aceountahle for the performance 

of their schools. yet current systf'ms in public Pducation 
typically fail lo provide lhf'm with the appropriate tools 
lo manage effectively ... unless the quality of classroom 
instruction and programs can bf' improved significantly, 

students will hf' unlikely to meet the high standards 
now required . ... Used hy a growing number of slates, 
valut>-ad<led assessment provides a new way lo measure 

teaching and learning. (p. 10) 

In Hershberg's (2005) presentation al the opening session of 
the 2005 Aspen Institute Congressional Program titled "The 

Challenge of Educational Reform: Standards, Accountability, 
Resource8 and Policy," he further argues, 

When value-added scores are collected for each class
room and averaged over thrf'e yi·ars, lt'achers havf' rich 

diagnostic information lo improve their instruction and 
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administrators have an empirical basis for evaluating 

teacher effectiveness. When these classroom scores are 

aggregated over entire buildings and districts, principals 

and superintendents can be held accountable for student 

learning results. (p. 6) 

The work of Jordan and C'olleagues (1997) in a value-added 

study in the Dallas schools "confirmed" the findings of Sanders 

in Tennessee: 

First, it is methodologically feasible (although involved 

and complicated) to determine teacher effectiveness fairly 

and in a manner which is related to cumulative student 

outcomes. Second, more than any other procedure of 

which the authors are aware, this analysis of teacher 

effectiveness efficiently identifies a group of teachers 

in any one year whose affect on students is detrimental 

and who are in need, as a group, of extensive help. 

They also identify a group of teachers whose affect on 

students is clearly beneficial. These results have clear 

implications of teacher appraisal, teacher mentoring, 

and for in~ividual, school, and district staff develop

ment programs. (p. 7) 

The RAND Corporation's major study ofSanders's value-added 

model of teacher evaluation raised significant research ques

tions important to this discussion. Yet, this work by McCaffrey, 

Loc-kwood, Koretz. and Hamilton (2003) reinforced some basic 

premises of the value-added approach: teacher effeets are 

real, are potentially very large, and persist beyond the year for 

which they are first evident. In addition, some argue that using 

a quantitative measure of teacher evaluation is more objective 

and more fair than traditional models based on classroom 

observations. 

Weaknesses of the Value-Added Approach 
While value-added approaches hold great promise and have 

potential for improving measures of accountability and instruc

tional practice and programs, reviews of current VAMs highlight 

significant questions and/or weaknesses. Ballou (2002) argues 

that our present assessment instruments are not preeise or 

"dependable" enough to link to measures of teacher effective

ness, especially if used for high-stakes decision making. "The 

danger is that surh assessments will be used to supplant local 

decision-making, rather than to inform it" (p. 12). Because 

value-added models are based on statistical models, they lack 

the "one criteria [sic) educators have deeme<l important in 

accountability: transparency" (p. 12). Ballou furtlwr argues that 

although value-added data controls for the influence of family 
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income, ethnicity, and otht'r demographic factors, these same 

factors may influence the rate of gain, just as they affect starting 

level. In adclition, similar gain scores may not be comparable, 

and if not, "false conclusions" will be drawn about the relative 

effectiveness of teachers and sC'hools. 

Other questions are raised in Braun's (2005) evaluation of value

addt'd models. Braun questions the validity of assuming a "causal" 

interpretation between assessment gains and teacher effects. 

Such an interpretation assumes a random sampling technique, 

but most educators know too well that dassroom composition is 

rarely, if ever, totally random. Parents may impact the placement 

of their child; in some districts, requests for specifie teachers 

are honored, thus skewing classroom makeup. Also, teachers 

may impact student placement in classrooms, thus creating a 

classroom that is not representative of the general population 

of the school. Districts that place students based on ability also 

distort results; will the gains found in leveled classrooms for 

students demonstrating lower skills match the gains found in 

classrooms with students of higher skills? 

Braun (2005) raises additional concerns with a value-added 

model. Missing data is "endemic in district databases." The 

amount of information available will impact the results; thus, 

one teacher may have more data with which to inform his or 

her evaluation and therefore <lecision making about his or her 

effectiveness. In addition, Braun cites other factors that may 

impact student learning and are not accounted for in a value

added model-for example, the availability of resources, the 

condition of the physical building, school policies, and/or the 

implementation of district policies. And, finally, there may be 

inappropriate attribution for students' gains; that is, a teacher or 

school could hr inappropriately credited for students' results (e.g., 

when a teacher who is assigned to a high-performing school) or 

inappropriately penalized (e.g., when assignrd to a school with 

fewer resources, poor building C'onrlitions, with students who 

are less well prepared or engaged). In sC'hools where support 

services are delivered to at-risk students by specialists both in 

and/or out of the classroom, how is the effectiveness of any one 

teacher determined? Also, how <loes one account for the dis

sonance that may rxist when the overall school culture dors not 

match well with that of individual students? Braun argues that 

"it is essentially impossible to fully disentangle the contributions 

of the different factors in order to isolate the teacher's contribu

tion (i.e., obtain a statistically unbiased estimate of a tt>acher's 

effectiveness)" (p. 9). 

Goe (2007), senior researcher at the National Comprehensire Cen

trr for Tracher Quality, reports on highly effective teachers: 



1. Their students learn more (as measured by standardized 

achievement trsts) than would be predided by students' 
prior arhievements. 

2. They contribute to other positive outcomes for students, 
such as high attendance and graduation rat rs, rngagemrnt 
in learning activities, civic-mindedness, and coopera

tion. 
3. They collaborate with other teachers and administrators 

to ensure student success. 

While Goe acknowledges the objectivity of using test data to 
dett>rmine student achievement, she ~rgues that effectiveness 
involves many other skills, attributes, and practices. Even with 

value-added measures indicating higher-than-average test 
scores-thus, the assumption of a higher level of effectiveness
these results do not identify why some students gain more in some 
teachers' classrooms and less in otlwrs. In addition, value-added 

measures are not formative during the school year. While the 
results may infor:m one's practice for subsequent yt>ars, they do 
little to support the success of the students in the present year. 
Goe advocates a combination of value-added measures, teacher 

portfolios, and _observations of teaching practice in the evaluation 
of lt>acher t>ffectiveness. 

Summary 
Value-added measures have contributed greatly lo the overall 
discussion of measuring teacher quality and teacher effective
ness. They have offered a needed quantitativf' component to 

teacher evaluation and served to focus evaluation efforts on the 
central purpose of education-student learning (Braun, 2005). 
Yet, more research is needt>d to address the questions raised by 
Braun, McCaffrey and colleagues, Ballou, and others. In addition, 

the complexity of teaching necessitates a more comprehensive 
approach to teacher evaluation, one that focuses on more than 
just gains in test scores. As professional educators move their 
practice and programs forward in the twenty-first rentury to mer! 

the rhallenges of a global world, so too must teacher evaluation 
approaches advance to include measures of student learning. 
Our students deserve nothing less. 

Jane Morrill-Winter is the assistant principal at Bow 
Elementary School. 
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